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Relativistic Quantum Chemistry: The Fundamental Theory of Molecular ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A relativistic consistent quantum-theoretical description of electronic bound states in atoms was first introduced in atomic physics as early as the late 1920s and has been pushed forward since that time. It was believed, however, that effects stemming from Einstein’s theory of relativity were of little or even no importance to chemistry....
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Principles of Spread-Spectrum Communication SystemsSpringer, 2004
The goal of this book is to provide a concise but lucid explanation and derivation
of the fundamentals of spread-spectrum communication systems. Although
spread-spectrum communication is a staple topic in textbooks on digital communication,
its treatment is usually cursory, and the subject warrants a more
intensive exposition....
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Approximate Iterative AlgorithmsCRC Press, 2014

	Iterative algorithms often rely on approximate evaluation techniques, which may include statistical estimation, computer simulation or functional approximation. This volume presents methods for the study of approximate iterative algorithms, providing tools for the derivation of error bounds and convergence rates, and for the optimal design of...
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An Introduction to Mathematical CosmologyCambridge University Press, 2001

This book provides a concise introduction to the mathematical aspects of the origin, structure and evolution of the universe. The book begins with a brief overview of observational and theoretical cosmology, along with a short introduction to general relativity. It then goes on to discuss Friedmann models, the Hubble constant...
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Digital Cultural HeritageSpringer, 2019

	
		
			This book provides an overview of various application spheres and supports further innovations needed in information management and in the processes of knowledge generation. The professions, organizations and scientific associations involved are unusually challenged by the complexity of the data situation.
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Advanced Fluid MechanicsAcademic Press, 2007

	Fluid mechanics is the study of how fluids behave and interact under various forces and in various applied situations, whether in liquid or gas state or both. The author compiles pertinent information that are introduced in the more advanced classes at the senior level and at the graduate level. "Advanced Fluid Mechanics" courses...
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Optimal Control of Constrained Piecewise Affine SystemsSpringer, 2007

	One of the most important and challenging problems in control is the derivation of systematic tools for the computation of controllers for constrained nonlinear systems that can guarantee closed-loop stability, feasibility, and optimality with respect to some performance index. This book focuses on the efficient and systematic computation of...
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App Development Recipes for iOS and watchOS: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2016

	
		
			App Development Recipes for iOS and watchOS explores the technical side of app development with tips and tricks to avoid those little things that become big frustrations, outside of the realm of development, causing many people to throw up their hands and say “It’s just not worth the...
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Finite Element Modeling for Materials Engineers Using MATLAB®Springer, 2011

	
		The finite element method is often used for numerical computation in the applied sciences. It makes a major contribution to the range of numerical methods used in the simulation of systems and irregular domains, and its importance today has made it an important subject of study for all engineering students.
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Feature Extraction & Image Processing for Computer Vision, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2012

	This book is an essential guide to the implementation of image processing and computer vision techniques, with tutorial introductions and sample code in Matlab. Algorithms are presented and fully explained to enable complete understanding of the methods and techniques demonstrated. As one reviewer noted, "The main strength of the...
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Deterministic and Random Evolution (Mathematics Research Developments)Nova Science Pub Inc, 2013

	The first notes for this text were written during the summers of 2008–2010 when I taught

	a short course on mathematical modeling at the University of New Mexico. The audience

	consisted mostly of undergraduate mathematics students, and an aim of the course was to

	interest them in math at the graduate level.
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Introduction to Quantum Mechanics: Schrodinger Equation And Path IntegralWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
... for all readers interested in specific aspects of perturbation methods, path integrals, and their applications in classical field theory, this book provides a valuable source for their studies. -- Mathematical Reviews

It will be useful for theoretical physicists who wish to enlarge their skill in quantum mechanics  and for...
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